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8" Fever Detection Kiosk
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1. Product Description

- Rockchip RK3288 / RK3399 / Qualcomm MSM8953 high-performance hardware platform, 

equipped with industrial-class binocular camera, live face recognition technology 

and infrared thermal imaging module to support face-with-mask identify. 

- It also supports expansion of various peripherals such as ID card readers, fingerprint readers, etc.

which can be applied to gate passages and attendance system to achieve safe and efficient access control

- Also support 9 languages voice notification.

ALARM of : 
Abnormal

Unregistred member,
Body temperature,

Wearing a mask.



- Can be used for access gates and attendance for communities, office buildings, schools, hotels, 

scenic spots, transportation hubs and other indoor public service places
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1. Product Description

8FIDKR
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3. Technical parameters

8FIDKR

Product model 8FIDKR

Camera

Resolution 200W pixels

Type Binocular wide dynamic camera

Aperture F2.4

Focus distance 1.64~4.92ft (50~150 cm) 

White balance Automatic

Light-up lamp LED and infrared dual light

Screen

Size 8.0 inch IPS LCD screen

Resolution 800×1280

Touch No support (optional support)

Processors
CPU RK3288 IV core

Local storage EMMC 8G

Interface

Network module Ethernet

Audio 2.5 W/4R speakers supported

USB interface USB OTG,1 Road USB HOST Standard A Pass

Serial communication 1 RS232 serial port

Relay output 1 door open signal output

Upgrade button Support Uboot upgrade keys

Wired Network 1 RJ45 Ethernet
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3. Technical parameters

8FIDKR

Product model 8FIDKR

Function

Identification distance configuration Support

UI interface configuration Support

Remote upgrade of equipment Support

Body Temperature Testing Support

Infrared thermal
imaging module

Block

Temperature detection distance 3.281ft / 1m (best distance 1.64ft/0.5 m)

Measurement accuracy ≤±32.9℉ (0.5℃)

Temperature measurement range 50~107.6℉ (10℃~42℃)

Pixel points 32X 32 lattice (total 1024 pixels)

Over temperature alarm Support (temperature alarm can be set)

Conventional
parameters

Power supply DC12V(±10%)

Working temperature 32~104℉ (0℃~40℃)

Storage temperature -4~140℉ (-20℃~60℃)

Power consumption 13.5W（Max）

Installation Options (table/floor)

Dimensions 0.972x0.436x0.082ft (296.18*132.88*25mm) 

Packing list
Machine x 1, power adapter x 1, base x 1 

Display package size :1.394x0.554x0.367ft (425x169x112mm)
A08F base packing size :4.216x1.41x1.23ft (1285*430*375 mm)
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2. Features

- Smart Facial recognition Body temperature 8-inch IPS full-view LCD Display

- High performance CPU

- Face recognition

- Support mask recognition

- Infrared thermography

- Multi language recognition

- Designed as a high-tech access control measure, our kiosks are ideal for use on entry to healthcare 

settings, supermarkets and retail shops, factories, transport hubs, office buildings, schools, universities, 

general public and more to help 

- It can be used to allow entry to registrated member or checking temperature for a visitors. 

Setting your own threshold for temperature readings, 

the device will give a successful message or warning with red/green LED lights.

- Industrial-grade binocular wide dynamic camera, night infrared and LED dual photo flood lamp Face 

recognition pass speed is under 1 second

- Durable, Commercial-grade hardware

Commercial-grade, waterproof and dust-proof design which is stable and durable

8FIDKR
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2. Features

- Database capacity for 30,000 faces

- Stranger (non-registrated): Turn on stranger mode, the device flashes red status light for unregistrated face 

user to show warning. No open the door.

- Supports face recognition with condition of surgical masks on.

When the mask mode on, the device recognizes the user without mask, and prompts to wear the mask.

The device flashes red status light to indicate warning.

- The 1: 1 comparison recognition rate is more than 99.7%, the 1: N comparison recognition rate is more 

than 96.7% at a 0.1% misrecognition rate, and the live detection accuracy rate is 98.3% at a 1% 

misrejection rate

- Built-in speakers provide verbal alerts including warnings for abnormal temperatures Accurate body 

temperature detection

- The kiosks support human body temperature detection and temperature display, 

with a marginal measurement error of ± 0.9℉ (0.5℃) after calibrate Ai program,

A distance of 1.64ft(0.5m) is recommended for most accurate readings, 

with 1 meter being the longest distance at which temperature can be read, after calibrate Ai program.

- It only takes a few seconds for detection and an alarm will sound automatically when temperature 

abnormality is detected - at a threshold set by you

- Installation Option : 

Desk mount / Freestanding floor mount

8FIDKR
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4. Composition description

8FIDKR
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4. Composition description

8FIDKR

** Wigan : Orion’s future research and development
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5. Q&A

8FIDKR

Q : How long will be the warranty?

A : 12 months of manufacture hardware warranty coverage after purchase.

Whereby customer could engaged ORION Distributor to process Return Material Authorization (RMA) services

by sending the faulty device (i.e. Return For Repair :RFR) to ORION services depot for warranty claims.

Q : Support google play store with device ?

A : It supports Google Play Store. 

Q : What ambient temperature was at laboratory, to have better accuracy of temperature? 

A : About the lab temp., it's about 77°F (25±1°C)

Q : We want to know there is any temp will affect this device go into malfunction 

or false reading if there is any and what temp might be ?

A : Theoretically speaking, this kind of temperature won't appear and has not appeared so far, 

even if we used super hot / freezing water for testing

BTW, at present, the human body temperature measurement range is between 97.16~99.14℉ (36.2°C~37.3°C). 
If the customer need to change the temperature measurement interval, 

the parameters can be customized and revised through the software / APK.

Q : Optional Stands are available?

A :  1. Desktop Model : 32cm(1.05Ft), you can use for special person and scenarios.

2. Adults’ Standing Model - the stand height 3.6Ft (1.1M) - Full stand height 3.77Ft (115 CM)

Q : How many language support ?

A : English / Korean / Japanese / German / Spanish / Italian / French / 

Russian / Cantonese / Vietnamese / Chinese / Arabic

Q : What are available certificate ?

A : CE, FCC, UL
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5. Q&A

8FIDKR

Q : We will use the device to hospitals, schools, big corporate and etc

where min people will be hundreds to thousands. 

If someone has to be presented each time of trouble or reset the setting, 

it would be problematic and no need for an additional investment for this device.

If live representative needs to be attended regardless

hence we are asking your kind assistance whether this device/unit, Can it be controlled remotely? 

A : Not arranged yet. 

But customers can develop their own Mobile App or cloud platform provided that they have their own server, 

so that they can check the data real-time from the backstage or mobile app. 

We can help to deploy the server, and we can provide API code.

Q : what is the feature of Relay cable ?

A : Connect the corresponding cables with your locker / door, then, selected the “Open Door” in the device, 

and you also can set up the “Mask Mode”. 
Finally, only when you wear your mask and temp. normal, then the door will open.

Q : what is the feature of Wiegand cable ?

A : Wiegand cable is ORION’s future research and development.

ORION products are NDAA compliant. 

We have no affiliation of any kind with Huawei Technologies Company or ZTE 

Corporation  as well as video surveillance and telecommunications equipment 

produced by Hytera Communications Corporation, Hangzhou Hikvision Digital 

Technology Company, or Dahua Technology Company



The Ultimate Window to the World

ORION is a true manufacturer of
Commercial-grade LCD Monitor products.
With more than 10 years experience, ORION
has been providing LCD monitors to various 
customers around the world.
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